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Regression test plan template

PRO PLUSEfficiently execute executing tests on the existing software systems in your company by preparing a quality and comprehensive test plan using this test regression plan model. When you use this template, you can easily organize the full or partial selection in case your tests will be done. You'll surely work with
ease because of the fully customizable layout of this document. Download this template now on your PC or mobile device. Become a Pro ManmDownload PLUSDownload inGoogle Docsmicrosoft WordAppple WordApple PLUSPROPROPROPROPROPROPROPROP PLUSPRO PLUSPRO PLUSPRO PLUSPRO
PLUSPRO PLUSPRO PLUSPRO PLUSPRO PLUSPRO PLUSPRO PLUSPRO PLUSPRO PLUSPRO TEST PLAN HAS different varieties such as IEE Standards have a standard format for software testing document, that provides a summary of what a test plan should have. All templates and examples you can
download at the bottom of the page. Model 1 Test Plan Pattern: (Product name) Prepared by: (Prepared Names) (Date) TEST PLAN 1. Introduction A brief summary of the product being tested. Designing all the functions at a high level. 2. GOALS AND TASKS Describes goals supported by the Test Master Plan, e.g.,
defining tasks and responsibilities, a machine for communication, a document to be used as a service level agreement, etc. List of all the tasks identified by this Test Plan, i.e., testing, post-testing, problem reports, etc. This section's SCOPE describes what has been tested, such as all the functions of a specific product,
its existing interfaces, the integration of all functions. List here how you'll accomplish items that you've listed in the Dimensions section. For example, if you had mentioned that you will test the existing interfaces, what would your procedure follow to warn the key people to represent their respective areas, as well as time
around in their schedules to assist you in performing your activity? 4. STRATEGY TEST Describes the overall approach to testing. For each major group of features or combinations of features, specify the approach that will ensure that these groups of features are adequately tested. Specify the major activities,
techniques, and tools that are used to test the designated groups of features. The approach should be described in sufficient detail to allow identification of the major testing tasks and estimation at the time required to perform each one. 4.1 Unit Test definition Specify minimum degree of full desired degree. Identify the
techniques that will be used to judge understanding the test effort (for example, determining which statements have been executed at least once). Specify any additional completion criteria (for example, error frequency). The techniques to be used in track conditions should specify the Participants List the
persons/departments names that should be responsible for Unit Testing. Methodology describes how the unit tests will be performed. Who will the test scripts for unit testing, what should be the sequence of events in unit testing and how will the test activity be performed? 4.2 Systems and Integration Test Definitions List
what is your understanding of System and Test Integration for your project. Participants who will make System and Test Integration on your project? List of individuals who will be responsible for this activity. Methodology Describes how System &amp;&amp; Integration testing will be performed. Who will write the test
scripts for the test, what should the sequence of events in System &amp; Test Integration, and how will the test activity take place? 4.3 Performance and Stress Test Definition List what is your understanding of Stress Testing for your project. Participants Who Will Stress Test On Your Project? List of people who will be
responsible for this activity. Methodology Describes how performance &amp; performance will be tested stressed. Who will write the test scripts for the test, what should the sequence of events in Performance &amp; Stress Testing, and how will the test activity take place? 4.4 User Acceptance Test Definition aims to
accept the test is to confirm that the system is ready for operational use. During the acceptance test, end-user (client) of the system compares the system to its initial requirements. Participants who will be responsible for user acceptance Tests? List of individual names and individual responsibilities. Methodology
describes how user acceptance tests are performed. Who will write the test scripts for the test, what would the sequence of events in the user's Test Acceptance policy, and how will the test activity take place? 4.5 Automatic Regression Test Definition Regression test is selective missed in a system or component to verify
that modification has not caused intentional effect with which the system or component still works as specified in the conditions. Participants Who Will Test Regresion on Your Project? The list of persons who will be responsible for this activity. Who will write the test scripts for the test, what should the sequence of events
in Automated Regresion Test, and how will the test activity take place? 5. Material requirements computer: The architecture of all computer systems is designed for a particular computer architecture. Most software applications are limited to particular operating systems running on particular architecture. Although
architectural-independent operating systems and applications exist, most need to be recompile to run on a new architecture. See also a list of common operating systems and their support architecture. The processing power of the central processing unit (CPU) is a fundamental system requirement for any software. Most
software runs on x86 architecture defined power as the model and the clock speed of the CPU. Many other features of a CPU that influence its speed and power, such as bus speed, cache, and MIPS are often ignored. This definition of power is often unrebeatable, as AMD Athlon and Entel Pentium CPUS at similar
speeds often have different speeds of speed. Intel Pentium CPUs have enjoyed a considerable degree of popularity, and are often mentioned in this category. Memory all software, when running, resides in the random access memory (RAM) of a computer. Memory requirements are defined after considering requests
from the application, operating system, supporting software and files, and other running processes. Optimal performance of other non-related software running on a multi-task computer system is also considered when defining this condition. High hard-disk storage varies, depending on the size of software installation,
temporary files created and maintained while installing or running the software, and possible use of swap space (if RAM is insufficient). Displays Software adapter that requires a better than average computer graphics display, such as graphical editor and high-end game, often defined high-end display adapters in the
system requirements. Perferal 6. THE REQUIREMENTS FOR SETTINGS 6.1 Primary frame specifies both the necessary and desired properties in the test environment. The specifications should have the physical characteristics of the installations, including the hardware, communications and the system software, the
read mode (for example, a standalone), and any other software or provisioning required to support the test. Also specify the level of security that must be provided for the test facility, system software, and proprietary components such as software, data, and hardware. Identifies the required special testing tools. Identify
anything else to test (for example, publication or office space). Identify the source of all needs that are not available currently in your cluster to No. 7. TEST SCHEDULES Include important steps to identify in the Software Project Schedule as well as all transmitted events article. Define any additional testing required.
Estimates the time needed to perform each testing job. Specify the schedule for each test job and the test step. For each test resource (that is, facilities, tools, and employees), specify its period of use. 8. Document CONTROL PROCEDURE Procedures follow when an incident is encountered during the testing process. If
a standard form will be used, attach an empty copy as an Appendix to the Test Plan. In the event you are using an automated enterprise operating system, write the following procedures to this section. Document the process of modification of the software. Identify who will sign onto the changes and what would be the
criteria for including changes to the current product. If these changes will affect existing programs, these modules need to be identified. 9. Features to be tested to identify all features and combinations of software features that will be tested. 10. The not features must be tested to identify all features and important
combinations of features that will not be tested with the reasons. 11. RESOURCES / ROLES &amp;AMP; RESPONSIBILITIES Specify the staff members involved in the test project and what their roles will be (for example, Mary Brown (users) may compile cases for Test Acceptation). Identify groups that are responsible
for managing, designing, preparing, executing, and resolving the test activities as well as related issues. Also identify groups that are responsible for providing the test environment. These groups can include developing, testing, hiring operations, testing services, etc. 12. SCHEDULES Large Deliverable identified
documents are delivered. You can list the following documents: Test Plan Test Incident Test Report Summary 13. Significantly Impact Department (SIDS) Department /Business Bus Area. Manager Test(s) 14. DEPENDENCIES Identifies relevant constraints on tests, such as test-item availability, test-resource availability,
and deadlines. 15. RISKS/ASSUMPTIONS Identify the high-risk assumptions of the test plan. Specifying skill plans for each (for example, delays in delivery of test items might require increased night shifts to meet the delivery date). 16. List tools you will use. List also tool tracking bug here. 17. APPROVAL Specify the
names and titles of all people who must approve this plan. Provides space for the signatures and dates. No (In Capital Letter) Signature Date 1 2 3 4 Model 2 1. Introduction 1.1 Targets [Provide the purpose of testing the Document. The Plan Test document includes and follows the necessary information required to
effectively define the approach to be used to test the project. Audience intent is the project manager, project team, and test team. Some portions of this document may be shared on occasion be shared with the client/user and others with input/approval in the necessary testing process. 2. COMPATIBILITY Test 2.1 Test
Risk/ Problems [Describes the risk associated with product testing or providing a reference to a document location where it is stored. Also, the description of appropriate migration strategies and skill plans.] 2.2 Items to be tested / not tested [Describe the articles/features/functions to be tested in the scope of this test plan.
Enter a description of how they will be tested, when, by whom, and what type of standard. Also included a description of the items agreed to be tested.] Article tested Accountability Date Description 2.3 Test Approach(s) [Describes the overall test approach to be used to test the project product. [tests.] 2.4 Test
Regulatory/Mandated Criteria [Describe any regulations or warrants that the system must test against.] 2.5 Test Pass/Fail criteria [Describes the criteria used to determine whether a test item passed or failed its contents were Test.] 2.6 Test Enter / Exit criteria [Describe entry and exit the criteria used to start testing and
determine when to stop testing.] 2.7 Test delivered [Describes delivered to them which will result from the test process (document, report, report, ratio, chart, etc.).] 2.8 Suspension Test / Summary criteria [Describes the suspension criteria that can be used to stop all or the test portion. Also describes the summary criteria
that can be used to resume testing.] 2.9 Environmental / Staff / Training Needs [Describe any specific requirements needed for the test to be done (hardware/software, staff, skills training, etc.)3 Comfort Test 3.1 Test Risk / Problems [Describe the risk associated with product testing or providing a reference to a document
location where it is stored. Also, the description of appropriate migration strategies and skill plans.] 3.2 Items to be tested / not tested [Describe the articles/features/functions to be tested in the scope of this test plan. Enter a description of how they will be tested, when, by whom, and what type of standard. Also, including
a description of these items agreed to not be tested.] Article to test the Responsibility Date Description 3.3 Test Approach(s) [Describes the overall test approach to be used to test the project product. Provide a description of any planned test.] 3.4 Test Regulatory/Mandated Criteria [Describe any regulations or warrants
that the system must test against.] 3. Test Pass/Fail Test criteria [Describes the criteria used to determine whether a test item passed or fails its testing.] 3.6 Test Enter / Exit criteria [Describes entry and exits the criteria used to start testing and determine when to stop testing.] 3.7 Test delivered [Describes delivered to
resulting from the test process (document, ratio, ratio, chart, etc.).] 3.8 Suspension Test / Summary criteria [Describes the suspension criteria that can be used to stop all or the test portion. Also, describe the summary criteria that can be used to resume testing.] 3.9 Environmental / Staff / Training Needs [Describe any
specific conditions needed for the test to be done (hardware/software, staff, skills training, etc.).) 4 Functional Test 4.1 Test Risk/Issue [Describes the risk associated with product testing or providing a reference to a document location where it is stored. Also, the description of appropriate migration strategies and skill
plans.] 4.2 Items to be tested / not tested [Describe the articles/features/functions to be tested in the scope of this test plan. Enter a description of how they will be tested, when, by whom, and what type of standard. Also, include a description the items agreed not to be tested.] Article to test the Liability Date Description
4.3 Test Approach(s) [Describes the overall test approach to be used to test the project product. Provide a description of any planned test.] 4.4 Test Regulatory/Mandated Criteria [Describe any regulations or warrants that the system must test against.] 4. Test Pass/Fail Test criteria [Describes the criteria used to
determine whether a test item passed or fails its testing.] 4.6 Test Enter / Exit criteria [Describes entry and exits the criteria used to start testing and determine when to stop testing.] 4.7 Test delivered [Describes delivered to which will result from the test process (document, ratio, ratio, chart, etc.).] 4.8 Suspension Test /
Summary criteria [Describes the suspension criteria that can be used to stop all or the test portion. Also describes the summary criteria that can be used to resume testing.] 4.9 Environmental / Staff / Training Needs [Describe any specific requirements needed for the test to be done (hardware/software, staff, skills
training, etc.).) 5 Load Test 5.1 Test Risk/Issue [Describes the risk associated with product testing or providing a reference to a document location where it is stored. Also, the description of appropriate migration strategies and skill plans.] 5.2 Items to be tested / not tested [Describe the articles/features/functions to be
tested within the scope of this test plan. Enter a description of how they will be tested, when, by whom, and what type of standard. Also, including a description of these items agreed to not be tested.] Article in Test Description Test Responsibility Date 5.3 Approach Test(s) [Describes the overall test approach to be used
to test the project product. Provide a description of any planned test.] 5.4 Test Regulatory/Mandated Criteria [Describes any regulations or warrants that the system must test against.] 5.] 5 Test Pass/Fail Test criteria [Describes the criteria used to determine whether a test item passed or fails its testing.] 5.6 Test Enter /
Exit criteria [Describes entry and exits the criteria used to start testing and determine when to stop testing.] 5.7 Test delivered [Describes delivered to which will result from the test process (document, ratio, ratio, chart, etc.).] 5.8 Suspension Test / Summary criteria [Describes the suspension criteria that can be used to
stop all or the test portion. Also describes the summary criteria that can be used to resume testing.] 5.9 Environmental / Staff / Training Needs [Describe any specific requirements needed for the test to be done (hardware/software, staff, skills training, etc.).) 6 Performance Test 6.1 Test Risk/Issue [Describes the risk



associated with product testing or providing a reference to a document location where it is stored. Also, the description of appropriate migration strategies and skill plans.] 6.2 Items to be tested / not tested [Described] items/features/functions must test that are in the scope of this test plan. Enter a description of how they
will be tested, when, by whom, and what type of standard. Also included a description of the items agreed to be tested.] Articles testing the Responsibility Date Description 6.3 Test Approach(s) [Describes the overall test approach to be used to test the project product. Provide a description of any planned test.] 6.4 Test
Regulatory/Mandated Criteria [Describe any regulations or warrants that the system must test against.] 6. Test Pass/Fail Test criteria [Describes the criteria used to determine whether a test item passed or fails its testing.] 6.6 Test Enter / Exit criteria [Describes entry and exits the criteria used to start testing and
determine when to stop testing.] 6.7 Test delivered [Describes the delivered delivers which will result from the test process (document, ratio, ratio, chart, etc.).] 6.8 Suspension Test / Summary criteria [Describes the suspension criteria that can be used to stop all or the test portion. Also describes the summary criteria that
can be used to resume testing.] 6.9 Environmental / Staff / Training Needs [Describe any specific requirements needed for the test to be done (hardware/software, staff, skills training, etc.).) 7 Regression Test 7.1 Test Risk/ Problems [Describe the risk associated with product testing or providing a reference to a
document location where it is stored. Also, the description of appropriate migration strategies and skill plans.] 7.2 Items to be tested / not tested [Describe the articles/features/functions to be tested in the scope of this test plan. Enter a description of how they will be tested, when, by whom, and what type of standard. Also
included a description of the items agreed to be tested.] The articles test the Responsibility Date Description 7.3 Test Approach(s) [Describes the overall test approach to be used to test the project product. Provide a description of any planned test.] 7.4 Test Regulatory/Mandated Criteria [Describe any regulations or
warrants that the system must test against.] 7.] 5 Test Pass/Fail Test criteria [Describes the criteria used to determine if a test item passed or fails its test.] 7.6 Test Enter / Exit criteria [Describes entry and exits the criteria used to start testing and determine when to stop testing.] 7.7 Test delivered [Describes the delivered
delivers which will result in the test process (document, ratio, ratio, chart, etc.).] 7.8 Suspension Test / Summary criteria [Describes the suspension criteria that can be used to stop all or the test portion. Also describes the summary criteria that can be used to resume testing.] 7.9 Environmental / Staff / Training Needs
[Describe any specific conditions needed for the test to be done (hardware/software, staff, skills training, etc.).) 8 Stress Test 8.1 Test Risk / Problem [Described) associated with product testing or providing a reference to a document location where it is stored. Also, the description of appropriate migration strategies and
skill plans.] 8.2 Article to be tested/not tested [Describes the items/features/functions to be tested in the scope of this test plan. Put a description of how will be tested, when, by whom, and what is standard type. Also included a description of the items agreed to be tested.] Articles test the Accountability Date Description
8.3 Test Approach(s) [Describes the overall test approach to be used to test the project product. Provide a description of any planned test.] 8.4 Test Regulatory/Mandated Criteria [Describe any regulations or warrants that the system must test against.] 8. Test Pass/Fail Test criteria [Describes the criteria used to
determine whether a test item passed or fails its testing.] 8.6 Test Enter / Exit criteria [Describes the entry and exit criteria used to start testing and determine when to stop testing.] 8.7 Test delivered [Describes the delivers which will result from the test process (document, ratio, ratio, table, etc.).] 8.8 Suspension Test /
Summary Criteria [Describes the suspension criteria that can be used to stop all or the test portion. Also, describe the summary criteria that can be used to resume testing.] 8.9 Environmental / Staff / Training Needs [Describe any specific requirements needed for the test to be done (hardware/software, staff, skills
training, etc.)9 Test System 9.1 Test Risk/Issue [Describes the risk associated with product testing or providing a reference to a document location where it is stored. Also, the description of appropriate migration strategies and skill plans.] 9.2 Items to be tested / not tested [Describe the articles/features/functions to be
tested in the scope of this test plan. Enter a description of how they will be tested, when, by whom, and what type of standard. Also, including a description of these items agreed to not be tested.] The articles test the Liability Date Description 9.3 Test Approach(s) [Describes the overall test approach to be used to test the
project product. Provide a description of any planned test.] 9.4 Test Regulatory/Mandated Criteria [Describe any regulations or warrants that the system must test against.] 9.9 Test Pass/Fail Test criteria [Describes the criteria used to determine whether a test item passed or fails its testing.] 9.6 Test Enter / Exit criteria
[Describes entry and exits the criteria used to start testing and determine when to stop testing.] 9.7 Test delivered [Describes the delivered which will result from the test process (document, ratio, ratio, chart, etc.).] 9.8 Suspension Test / Summary criteria [Describes the suspension criteria that can be used to stop all or
the test portion. Also, describe the summary criteria that can be used to resume testing.] 9.9 Environmental Test / / Training Needs [Describing any specific conditions needed for the test to be done (hardware/software, staff, skills training, etc.)] 10 Unit Testing 10.1 Test Risk / Problem [Describes the risk associated with
product testing or providing a reference to a document location where it is stored. Also, the description of appropriate migration strategies and skill plans.] 10.2 Items to be tested / not tested [Describe the articles/features/functions to be tested in the scope of this test plan. Enter a description of how they will be tested,
when, by whom, and what type of standard. Also, including a description of these items agreed to not be tested.] Articles test the Accountability Date description 10.3 Approach Test(s) [Describes the overall test approach to be used to test the project product. Provide a description of any planned test.] 10.4 Test
Regulatory/Mandated Criteria [Describe any regulations or warrants that the system must test against.] 10.] 5 Test Pass/Fail Test Criteria [Describes the criteria used to determine if a test item passed or fails its test.] 10.6 Test Enter / Exit criteria [Describes entry and exits the criteria used to start testing and determine
when to stop testing.] 10.7 Test delivered [Describes delivered to resulting from the test process (document, ratio, ratio, chart, etc.).] 10.8 Suspension Test / Summary criteria [Describes the suspension criteria that can be used to stop all or the test portion. Also, describe the summary criteria that can be used to resume
testing.] 10.9 Environmental Tests/Staff/Training Needs [Describe any specific requirements needed for the test to be done (hardware/software, staff, skills training, etc.)11 User Acceptance Test 11.1 Test Risk/Issue [Describes the risk associated with product testing or providing a reference to a document location where
it is stored. Also, the description of appropriate migration strategies and skill plans.] 11.2 Items to be tested / not tested [Describe the articles/features/functions to be tested within the scope of this test plan. Enter a description of how they will be tested, when, by whom, and what type of standard. Also, including a
description of these items agreed to not be tested.] Articles test the Accountability Date Description 11.3 Test Approach(s) [Describes the overall test approach to be used to test the project product. Provide a description of any planned test.] 11.4 Regulatory/Mandated Test Criteria [Describe any regulations or warrants
that the system must test against.] 11.] 5 Test Pass/Fail Test criteria [Describes the criteria used to determine if a test item passed or fails its test.] 11.6 Test Enter / Exit criteria [Describes entry and exits the criteria used to start testing and determine when to stop testing.] 11.7 Test delivered [Describes delivered to
resulting from the test process (document, ratio, report, chart, 11.8 Suspension Test / Summary Criteria [Describe the suspension criteria that can be used to stop all or the test portion. Also describes the summary criteria that can be used to resume testing.] 11.9 Test Environment / Staff / Training Needs [Describe any
specific requirements needed for the test to be done (hardware / software, staff, skills training, etc.).) The signed Test Plan Approval Plan acknowledges that they reviewed the Test Plan document and agreed to the &lt;Project name=&gt;approach it present. Any changes to this Definition of Conditions will be coordinated
and approved by their sustained representatives or their designated representatives. [Lists of people with signatures required. Examples of these people are Business Steward, Steward Techniques, and Project Manager. Other additional signature lines as needed.] Signature: Date: Print Name: Title: Signature: Date: Print
Name: Title: Signature: Date: Print Name: Title: [Insert the name, version number, description, and physical location of any reference document in this document. Add rows on the table as necessary.] The table below summarizes the referenced documentation in this document. Document and Version Description Where
&lt;Document name=and= version=number=&gt;[Provide the document description] [Set the terms and definitions used in this document &lt;URL or=network=path=where=document=is=located=&gt;a.add rows on the table as necessary. Follow the link below for definitions in terms of project management and acronym
used in this and other documents.] The table below provides definitions for terms related to this document. [Set Theme] [Provides the term definition of use in this document.] [Set Theme] [Provides the term definition of use in this document.] Download: template_01 template_02 example_01 example_02 example_03
example_03&lt;/URL&gt;&lt;/Document&gt;&lt;/Project&gt;
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